Name: Ramrod. (Dead.)
Name Pronunciation: [RAM-rod] Rhymes with ham hog.
Middle Name: Lavon. [LUH-von].
Titles from highest to lowest: Ancient. 4th head vespercestor
from 1691 to 1703. Former high priest. Prophet. Patron Ancient
of Graven Dust. Magister of Sanguinati magic.
Pictured: On the left is Ramrod from a crystaleer capture not
long before his death.

Magic Affiliation: Sanguinati.

Sanguinati Coven: Graven Dust.
(Patron Ancient.)

Education: Mystic Steeples.
Magister of Sanguinati magic.

Address: Ramrod resided in a head vespercestor’s suite during his reign.
Date & Place of Death: Circa 1703. He lived and died hard.
Height/Weight/Physical Description: Ramrod was a large man with a
massive white beard that cascaded over his chest in waves. His gaze was
intense.
Citizenship/Ethnic Origin: Severance, Hoopenfangia. / Caucasian.
Social Class: Highest of the high.
Magic Specialties: Conjuring oracles. Skilled in attack magic. Ramrod was the
Ancient that the Controssua says flew over the Pinnacles of the Possessed upon,
a broom that was ‘Like brassy needles, hair of a Troll.’
Magic Wand and Staff: Ramrod mostly used a six-foot-long magic staff with a
jeweled medallion on the tip. The medallion pulsated with glowing energy when it
detected danger.
Salary: Wealthy.
Community Status: The Sanguinati considered Ramrod to be one of the most
powerful leaders in Mystic Steeples’ history. A coliseum, called Ramrod’s Arena,
was named after Ramrod, and there is a statue of Ramrod in an alcove in Mystic
Chantry. There is also a gilded statue of Ramrod on an altar inside the Den of
Divination.
Job-Related Skills: As a prophet and high priest, Ramrod’s oracles were
recorded in Ramrod’s Papyrus. As the head vespercestor, he helped to establish
Mystic Steeples as the controlling seat of the country of Hoopenfangia.
The Crest of the Foundation Staff: Ancient Ramrod brought the Crest of the
Foundation Staff back to Mystic Steeples. It is embedded within the crowning

jewel of the Colossal Crown, which canopies above the expanse of Usabelli’s
Square.
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